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Figure 1: Variation in time: The Linux master branch contains 61,261 revisions (i.e., commits) between July 2018 and June 2019.

ABSTRACT

Variation is central to today’s software development. There are two fundamental dimensions to variation: Variation in time refers to the fact that software exists in numerous revisions that typically replace each other (i.e., a newer version supersedes an older one). Variation in space refers to differences among variants that are designed to coexist in parallel. There are numerous analyses to cope with variation in space (i.e., product-line analyses) and others that cope with variation in time (i.e., regression analyses). The goal of this work is to discuss to which extent product-line analyses can be applied to revisions and, conversely, where regression analyses can be applied to variants. In addition, we discuss challenges related to the combination of product-line and regression analyses. The overall goal is to increase the efficiency of analyses by exploiting the inherent commonality between variants and revisions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Software development is challenged by two dimensions of variability. The continuous development and improvement of software leads to numerous revisions of the software, which are supposed to replace each other. We refer to revisions as variability in time. Due to the high frequency of iterations it is often not feasible to completely analyze each revision and it would involve redundant effort as subsequent revisions are almost identical for large software systems. For instance, the Linux kernel is developed by hundreds of developers giving rise to 61,261 commits within the last year and a peak of 1881 commits in a single week, whereas there are even more revisions which did not make it into the master branch (cf. Figure 1, data accessed on July 1st, 2019). In peak weeks, every five minutes a new revision needs to be analyzed for the master branch (i.e., compiled and tested during continuous integration).
Besides variability in time, software is often developed in different variants that are designed to co-exist simultaneously. We refer to those software variants as \textit{variability in space}. There are many reasons for the development of software variants, such as alternative hardware, conflicting requirements, or the optimization of non-functional properties. While for a low number of variants clone-and-own may be used, many variants are developed with dedicated implementation techniques in a product line \cite{6,14}. Product lines enable to generate software variants (a.k.a. products) for a selection of features. For instance, Linux has about 18,000 features which are mapped to implementation artifacts by means of the C preprocessor. While the exact number of features depends on the architecture and revision, the number of variants grows exponentially with the number of features \cite{47}. To the best of our knowledge, the exact number of variants is not even known for Linux. However, it is consensus in the product-line community that it is not feasible to analyze them all separately \cite{1,17,21,22,25,29,41,46}.

The massive variation imposed by revisions and variants requires efficient analysis techniques \cite{50}. We recognize that analyses for revisions and variants have been proposed by largely different communities. We refer to analyses that have been designed to efficiently analyze revisions as regression analyses. Examples for regression analyses are regression testing \cite{54}, change impact analysis \cite{9,24}, incremental program analysis \cite{7,13,45}, and regression verification \cite{19,23}. In contrast, analyses devoted to the analysis of variants are known as product-line analyses \cite{47,53}. Our goal is to bridge the gap between those communities by systematically discussing how regression analyses can be applied to variants and product-line analyses to revisions. Furthermore, we discuss how variation according to both dimensions, namely time and space, can be efficiently analyzed. We refer to such analyses as \textit{product-line regression analyses}. Figure 2 gives an overview on the systematic behind our discussions and illustrates the structure of this paper. Overall, we make the following contributions:

- We provide a motivating example that illustrates the need for efficient analysis of variants and revisions (Section 2).
- We discuss the application of techniques in both directions, that is, the application of product-line analyses to revisions (Section 3) and the application of regression analyses to variants (Section 4).
- We discuss how product-line analyses and regression analyses can be applied to both dimensions of variation (Section 5).
- Finally, we provide directions for future work that is needed to overcome the identified challenges (Section 6).

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

As a motivating example, we consider a single software product with functionality to store multiple objects in a list. The product \( p_1 \) is implemented by a single class called \textit{Store}, as shown in Figure 3. The initial version implements a \textit{read} method that only returns one object—the first object in the list. Later, this implementation is extended by another method to read all objects in the list:

```java
public Object[] readAll() { return values; }
```

This change in the product’s implementation constitutes the evolution of the product to a new revision \( p_1' \); we refer to this evolution as \textit{variation in time}, which is illustrated by the \( x \)-axis in Figure 2. Revisions are typically managed by a version control system \cite{12}, such as Git or Subversion. In this small example it would be feasible to compile the new revision again from scratch, but for large systems, such as Linux, this compilation can take hours. In the example, we could avoid some checks for the unchanged methods \textit{read} and \textit{set} by means of incremental compilation.

While product \( p_1' \) is supposed to replace product \( p_1 \), there are also cases where products are intended to co-exist in parallel. In addition to the existing multi-storage functionality, we may need support for single storage (which is less costly) and provide better security to the storage system by introducing access control. We refer to this kind of variation as \textit{variability in space}, as illustrated by the \( y \)-axis in Figure 2. To manage variation in space, version control systems often do not scale considering that they are designed to support revisions (variation in time) rather than variants (variation in space). Although branches can be used to handle variation in space to a limited extent \cite{6}, the number of required branches can grow exponentially with the number of features due to the combinatorial explosion of possible feature combinations.

With software product-line engineering, product variants are automatically generated for a selection of features \cite{6,14}. For that

![Figure 3: A store for multiple objects (product \( p_1 \)) \cite{47}](image-url)
As the reader may have noticed, we introduced a type error by letting method readAll return a list of type LinkedList instead of the type Object[]. A further revised implementation of the readAll method could be:

```java
public Object[] readAll() { return values.toArray(); }
```

This would consequently lead to new revisions of variants derived for the configurations c₁ and c₃ since they contain feature MultiStore. Even though the compilation error is resolved with this revision of the product line, unit testing could uncover a security problem with method readAll, as it grants access to sealed object stores. Copying lines 12–16 to the beginning of method readAll would fix that problem, but results in a further revision of the product line.

The detection of the compilation error and the security problem is not straightforward for a product line. A particular challenge is that we cannot simply compile and test the code without preprocessing. In our example, a compiler would identify unreachable code in Line 20, whereas the lines 18 and 20 are never included in the same product. The brute-force strategy is to run the preprocessor with every possible configuration followed by the actual analyses (e.g., compilation and testing). This strategy would identify the same compiler error in two products and, thus, involve redundant effort. While the brute-force strategy is feasible in our tiny example, it cannot be applied to Linux with up-to 2¹⁸₀₀₀ product variants.

In the past two decades, numerous approaches have been proposed to analyze product lines more efficiently than with the brute-force strategy [47]. However, they typically only focus on efficient analysis of variants and not revisions. In contrast, regression analyses focus on revisions, but not variants. In the following, we discuss how to efficiently analyze variation according to a single dimension of variation and with respect to both dimensions of variation.

**3 Applying Product-Line Analyses to Variation in Time**

In this section, we discuss work on product-line analysis, that is, analyses of software systems that explicitly consider variability in space as depicted in Figure 2. Such an analysis exploits knowledge about variability in some way to enable the efficient analysis of product lines as we discuss in Section 3.1.
3.1 Product-Line Analyses

The idea of product-line analyses is to establish properties for all products of a product line. Basically any of existing product analysis can be lifted to the product-line level. These can be static analyses like dead-code analyses, which aim at identifying code parts that are not part of any variant [46] or type checking of product lines that aims at identifying whether any variant violates typing rules [11, 27]. For instance, type checking can find the compilation error for configuration $c_1$ and $c_3$ discussed in Section 2.

Many different analyses have been lifted to the product line level [47]. However, the basic strategies applied can be divided into three different categories: product-based, feature-based, and family-based analysis as well as combinations thereof [47]. A product-based analysis aims at analyzing the property for each product, individually, concluding the property when all products have been shown to exhibit the property. Feature-based analysis, in a similar way, analyses the property for each feature in the product line. Finally, family-based analysis aims to perform the analysis for the whole range of domain assets in an integrated way, taking the relevant variability explicitly into account.

The product-line analysis cube shown in Figure 6 builds on those basic strategies and extends it to a formalization of product-line analysis strategies [53]. It introduces three different strategies for variability analysis: sampling, feature grouping, and variability encoding. Sampling refers to the strategy of selecting a subset of products and performing a product-level analysis on them. Using an adequate sampling heuristic, this aims to establish a high probability that if the property under analysis holds for the subset, it will hold for all products. For instance, it would be sufficient to have either $c_1$ or $c_3$ in the sample to detect the type error of our running example. Feature grouping refers to the concept of focusing on adequately selected subsets of features. Feature grouping does not necessarily say anything regarding the completeness of the features to be addressed. It can be combined with sampling, that is, only addressing some features in total and making a heuristic argument regarding the completeness, or it can select a subset of features that allow for the sound conclusion that the property holds for all features, if it can be shown for the subset [43]. It can also be a way to subdivide the range of features, but all will be taken into account over the complete analysis. Finally, variability encoding describes the strategy of explicitly encoding the variability and using this information within the analysis. The product-line analysis cube allows designers of product-line analyses to choose any point in the cube and to build such an analysis, whereas it depends on the product line and type of analysis which point in the cube leads to the most efficient analysis [53].

3.2 Reusing Product-Line Analyses for Revisions

In principle, we can interpret a set of revisions as a set of products in the sense of a product line. Thus, we can interpret variation in time as variation in space, providing a pathway to apply product-line analysis also to revisions. This way, product-line research and tools may be applied as-is for the analysis of variation in time.

We can regard the differences that are created by updates from one revision to another as features that exist in the product line. For instance, the two revisions of the MultiStore, presented in (1) and (2) in section 2, could be threatened as two separate features—one that reads only one value from the store and another that can read all values. This would allow for the application of feature-based analysis approaches to revisions. To the best of our knowledge, this has not yet been done, but it would seem to be straightforward with delta-based approaches like delta-oriented product testing [3].

A different angle would be to use a sufficiently expressive variation representation, which allows encoding revisions over time in the same way that we represent variation in space. For example, with an annotative variation representation such as #ifdefs (see Listing 4) or the choice calculus [18], we can introduce a "feature" corresponding to each revision of the program. Similarly, in delta-modeling, revisions can be captured by deltas [31]. By encoding revisions as variants, we can directly apply family-based analyses designed for software product lines to entire revision histories. The ability to efficiently analyze a large number of revisions in time as well as in space opens up new potential applications, such as determining when a particular behavior or interaction was introduced, supporting sophisticated ways of selectively undoing revisions or cherry-picking patches, and more.

However, product-line analyses have so far hardly been applied to the problem of analyzing revisions at scale. Reasons may be that revision histories can be long and family-based analyses are more expensive than the analysis of individual products. Since we usually only care about a limited number of revisions in the history (e.g., major releases or specific time slices), more general approaches to incrementalize and/or constrain family-based analyses are needed to realize the full potential of such approaches. This opens a new field for further research.
4 APPLYING REGRESSION ANALYSES TO VARIATION IN SPACE

In this section, we discuss work related to analyses applied in the context of variability in time, namely revisions, as illustrated in Figure 2. We use the term regression analyses to denote works that apply verification and validation techniques over revisions, such as regression testing [54], incremental program analysis [7, 45], and change impact analysis [9, 24]. When considering revisions, the main goal of these techniques is to ensure that the existing software still behaves as expected after a change. We discuss existing approaches which are unaware of variability in Section 4.1. We then present some works that apply regression analyses to the variability context in Section 4.2. This corresponds to the arrow from regression analyses (bottom right) to product-line analyses (top left) in Figure 2.

4.1 Regression Analyses

In theory, to apply regression testing, an approach would be to execute the entire test suite of a system again, to check behavior preservation. However, the number of tests might grow together with a system, making such an approach unfeasible in practice. Therefore, such techniques usually consider what has been changed in a particular evolution scenario, to increase efficiency by defining which tests should be executed, identifying redundant tests, and establishing the priority for ordering test case execution [54]. In our running example, prioritizing a test case containing a call to the readAll() function can lead to discovering the fault in the implementation of the function.

A number of works have been proposed targeting incremental analysis, such as separate compilation [13], to avoid recompiling an entire program when there is some change in an interface. Recent works also target incremental program analysis [7, 45], proposing ways for tackling program changes in an efficient way. For instance, Reviser [7] extends an existing framework for data-flow analysis to enable recomputing analysis information after a program changes. Its basic intuition is to identify changes based on the control-flow graph of two program versions, and by establishing the origin of changes, proceed on propagating and updating the results of the analysis. IncA is a domain-specific language for specifying incremental program analysis, which works in a declarative way over AST representations of programs [45]. For both works, a speedup is observed when compared with running the entire analysis again, while no substantial overhead is introduced. Nonetheless, variability is not considered.

4.2 Reusing Regression Analyses for Variants

If we want to apply regression analyses in the context of variants, one option is to consider variants as revisions, then proceed to apply standard regression analysis. The first issue that arises is the number of variants, which might be challenging to deal with since there might be a huge configuration space. One option is to focus on a subset of the variants to reduce the effort of the analysis. In some cases, it is feasible to consider only those products of interest to particular customers—a common industrial practice [36], and in other cases dedicated sampling techniques are required to derive a sample with certain coverage guarantees [2, 52].

Lity et al. apply regression testing techniques to verify that changes between variants are intended, to systematically exploit reusability of test artifacts [32]. They use delta-oriented models to capture commonalities and variabilities among variants. This approach to modeling is used for reasoning about changes between variants and test artifacts. Testing effort is reduced while maintaining the same degree of test coverage. Heider et al. propose Variability Modeling Regression Testing (VaMoRT) [24]. The approach relies on decision models as variability models, and allows identifying the impact of changes to the variability models on existing products. It avoids testing all variants but rather focuses on the already derived products, since the decision model stores configuration decisions. Based on that, the approach regenerates the products and computes the differences.

Another issue is the actual order in which variants are analyzed. When we are considering variants, change is inherent among them. Therefore, it could be the case that some changes are analyzed more than necessary. Hence, an adequate order in which variants are analyzed may result in minimal changes and avoid rework. There is some work on prioritizing product orders for testing [3, 30]. Al-Hajjaji et al. [3] focus on obtaining higher coverage with the goal of early fault detection. Therefore, it privileges selecting dissimilar products when establishing an order. In contrast, the work by Lity et al. [30] focuses specifically on leveraging an order that might benefit incremental analysis. Thus, it prefers an order in which differences between adjacent products are minimized. Changes among products are captured in regression deltas, and this enables graph algorithms to find an optimal product order. However, this work mainly focuses on comparing products from the same product-line revision. If we extend it to consider revisions of variants, depending on the regression analysis and whether it involves hardware to be reconfigured it could be necessary to have a linear order of variants to be analyzed. This is opposed to a tree-like regression analysis, in which the best match is found for each variant in each of the revisions.

5 EFFICIENT ANALYSES FOR VARIATION IN TIME AND SPACE

In the previous two sections, we discussed how to efficiently analyze the variability induced by either variants or revisions. However, software systems that exist in variants, evolve as well. Thus, as illustrated by the motivating example in Section 2, there is potential and a need for incremental analyses along both dimensions of variation (i.e., time and space) simultaneously.

In this section, we aim to discuss different ways in which product-line analyses and regression analyses can be applied to both variants and revisions at the same time. In total, we discuss three different strategies in the following three subsections: in Section 5.1 we discuss how product-line analyses can be homogeneously applied to revisions of variants. In Section 5.2, we complement this by a discussion of how regression analyses can be simultaneously applied to variants and revisions of variants. Finally, in Section 5.3, we discuss the combination of product-line analyses with regression analyses. This structure is also illustrated in Figure 2.
5.1 Applying Product-Line Analyses to Revisions of Variants

While there has been a considerable amount of work on product-line analyses [47], most of it does not aim to save analysis effort when applying it to multiple revisions of a product line. The naïve way of applying any product-line analysis to multiple revisions is to simply analyze every revision from scratch. However, this does not take advantage of typically rather local and comparably small changes to a product line [28]. For instance, in our motivating example, a very small change was made to the implementation of the MultiStore feature, affecting only two of the four possible products of the product line; thus, an analysis of the whole product line is unnecessary. Nevertheless, this naïve strategy may serve as a baseline when evaluating the efficiency of more advanced analyses.

One strategy to avoid redundant effort under evolution is to identify which products are affected by the change. A common solution is to classify changes to the product line into refactorings, specializations, generalizations, and arbitrary edits [5, 10, 15, 48]. When applying a refactoring to a product line (i.e., the set of derivable products is identical in both revisions) [49], there is no need to analyze the product line again, as long as it is verified that the change is indeed a refactoring. When applying a specialization (i.e., some products are removed but no new products are added) [15], then an analysis is only necessary if the previous revision did produce errors, as those may be fixed by means of the specialization. For generalizations and arbitrary edits (i.e., changes that add new products), product-line analyses need to run again usually. Borba et al. generalized refactorings, generalizations, and specializations with safe evolution [8], which also incorporate changes to implementation artifacts and not only feature models. Schulze et al. and Pietsch et al. propose a catalog of refactorings [44] and a refactoring construction kit [39, 40] for delta-oriented product line implementations. Sampaio et al.’s extension to partially safe evolution even allows to classify which products are affected by a change [42]. Tool support for classifying changes of the evolution history has been proposed by Dintzner et al. [16].

As product lines can be arbitrarily complex and changes often only have local effects, it has been proposed to modularize product lines into multiple product lines [26, 43, 51]. The overall idea is that a tool checks whether a change is local to an individual product line; if it is indeed local, then it is sufficient to analyze changes only locally and avoid the analysis of all product lines. This imposes some constraints on how the product line is implemented and modeled, but may significantly reduce the effort when analyzing new revisions of the product line.

Product-line analyses can be organized according to whether their basic unit of analysis is a single product, a feature implementation (e.g., a component or plug-in), or the entire family of products (see Section 3.1). Of these, perhaps feature-based analyses best support product-line evolution, because they are inherently incremental. After a revision, one needs only to re-analyze the features that have changed. One challenge is that feature interactions cannot be detected by a feature-based analysis, which is why it is typically combined with a product-based or family-based analysis [47]. So changing a feature implementation may also require re-analyzing other unchanged features that potentially interact with the changed feature. There is likely potential for reuse in these analyses since presumably most code in other features does not interact with the changed feature.

5.2 Applying Regression Analyses to Revisions of Variants

Regression analyses are typically only applied either to revisions [7, 9, 24, 45, 54] or to variants [4, 47]. Applying a regression analysis to both dimensions of variation is feasible, but there seem to be many opportunities to make it more efficient that are not yet well researched and discussed in the following.

A trivial way to apply regression analysis to revisions of a product line is to follow the strategy described in Section 4.2 to apply it to all variants of a revision and then to apply it from scratch to the next revision, which we refer to as variant-only regression strategy. However, in this case we do not exploit the similarities among the product-line revisions. In contrast, we may exploit the similarities among the product-line revisions, by applying the regression analysis to each variant with respect to its prior revision, to which we refer to as revision-only regression strategy. However, then we cannot exploit the similarities among variants within one revision of the product line. Furthermore, it is necessary to have a mapping from variants in the old product-line revision to the variants in the new product-line revision [37]. Such a mapping may not be easy to find depending on the kind of evolution that happened and the implementation technique for variation in space. For delta-oriented product lines, the revision-only regression strategy has been applied in the context of model-based testing [34]. A more advanced strategy, as mentioned in Section 4.2, would be to find the variant with the smallest number of changes to all those that have been analyzed previously. This could include not only analyzed variants of the old product-line revision, but also already analyzed variants from the new product-line version.

As discussed in Section 4.2, the application of regression analyses to product lines typically requires to sample products. When the product line evolves, we can sample the product line again and then apply regression analyses to those sample products. The creation of a new sample can be avoided if none of the artifacts being used as input to the sampling is affected [38]. For instance, if only the feature model is used as input to the sampling algorithm, then we only need to apply the sampling algorithm again on changes to the feature model. However, there are many cases when the computation of a new sample cannot be avoided. While there are many sampling algorithms for product lines [2, 52], they are typically oblivious to the evolution of the product line [38]. In the context of regression analysis, it would be favorable to retrieve a sample for a new revision of the product line that is largely similar to the old sample [37]. The reason is that the efficiency of regression analyses typically depends on the number of changes and similar samples could reduce the number of changes. Besides that, it could be more efficient to adapt the old sample than to start over the sampling algorithm from scratch [37].
5.3 Combinations of Product-Line Analyses and Regression Analyses

So far, we discussed how existing product-line analyses and regression analyses can be reused or extended to support variation in time and space. Besides that, we could combine existing product-line analyses and regression analyses or even invent new product-line regression analyses. Both regression analyses and product-line analyses have in common that they lift an existing analysis to some form of variation, whether variation in time or variation in space. Ideally, we would accomplish an efficient two-dimensional lifting by lifting an existing analysis first to variation in time and then to variation in space, or vice versa. Midtgaard et al. proposed to automatically lift existing analyses for variation in space in space [35], which could be a starting point for the automatic derivation of product-line regression analyses. Two-dimensional lifting has great potential, but it is unclear how much automation is feasible and how efficient automatically derived analyses are.

A direct approach to perform such lifting would be to directly combine an existing product-line analysis with a regression component. As the analysis of real-world product lines shows that individual commits in an evolution history typically have only a very limited impact on the variability in a product line [28], one can expect regression-based extensions of product-line analysis to be very efficient as the updating of analysis results may be a rather local affair. This idea has been applied to dead code analysis over a significant part of the Linux kernel evolution history [20], leading to a speedup over the baseline by an order of magnitude despite the fact that any variability-relevant change of the build model and variability model lead to a complete reanalysis.

Another perspective on product-line regression analyses is to consider time as a fourth dimension in the product-line analysis cube [53]. As discussed in Section 3.1 and illustrated in Figure 6, the existing cube focuses on the mix and match of different analysis strategies with the goal to provide efficient analyses. However, all three existing dimensions, namely variability encoding, sampling, and feature grouping, are mainly focused on variation in space. It is an open research question how to extend the product-line analysis cube to variation in time, but time could be considered as a fourth dimension, or there could be several dimensions for variation in time as there are also three for variation in space.

Another open research question is to what extent the realization techniques for variation in space and variation in time have an impact on the efficiency of product-line regression analyses. For instance, are plug-ins more amenable to analysis than preprocessor annotations? Do we need the change operations that have been applied or is a diff equally good for analysis? Furthermore, it is an open question whether analysis efficiency can be improved if variation in space and variation in time are expressed by the same means, as with higher-order deltas [31] or 175% modeling [33].

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Today’s software development needs to cope with variation in time, variation in space, or even in time and space. Crucial for quality assurance and efficient analysis methods that take advantage of commonalities arising from both dimensions of variation. Traditionally, regression analyses are used for variation in time and product-line analyses are used for variation in space.

We discussed fundamental strategies to apply regression analyses and product-line analyses to both dimensions of variation. In particular, we identified how product-line analyses can be applied to analyze variation in time, which seems to be a new application area for many existing product-line analyses. That is, research results of the product-line community could be reused by communities working on regression analyses. While regression analyses have often been applied to variation in space, we summarized common challenges for their application to variants.

With product-line regression analysis, we denote analyses that cope with variation in both dimension, namely time and space. For that purpose, two-dimensional lifting of traditional analyses is necessary with respect to both dimensions of variation. It requires a community effort to identify how to automate the lifting according to both dimensions and which strategies for lifting lead to the most efficient analyses, perhaps also paving the way for an integration of multiple strategies.
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